Episys® Vaulting™
Complete Tapeless Backups to Local or
Remote Storage Devices

Episys Vaulting

Would you like the peace-of-mind and simplicity provided
by a fast digital backup?

BUSINESS VALUE
 Reduce

Risk

COMPATIBILITY
 Episys®

Episys Vaulting is Symitar’s tapeless data backup and recovery solution that enables credit unions to
store critical Episys-based data at either a secure off-site location or to an internal storage solution.
Episys Vaulting can provide data recovery in a matter of hours or even minutes.
IT WORKS LIKE THIS …
Episys Vaulting sends a digital backup to the storage solution and/or location of your choice. Even
though the backup is digitally vaulted, it gives credit unions the very same tape-style capabilities
that Episys requires from a physical tape backup, which is much more comprehensive than disk-todisk or similar remote or local backup strategies.
ADD UP THE BENEFITS …
Episys Vaulting can provide data recovery in a matter of hours or even minutes, depending upon a
credit union’s individual needs and network infrastructure. It promotes security and protection by
helping to ensure that institutions are in full compliance with NCUA off-site backup requirements.
Episys Vaulting also provides a superior audit trail for all backed-up data. The inherent risk
associated with physically transporting tapes from one location to another is alleviated. In addition,
this automated backup routine allows credit unions’ IT resources to dedicate their time to more
strategic business objectives.
INTEGRATES WITH JVAULT® …
Episys Vaulting can be packaged with Jack Henry & Associates’ Centurion jVault service to provide
a complete solution to Symitar clients who use Centurion’s disaster recovery services. It eliminates
the hours it would normally take to provide a tape to Centurion in the event of a disaster. Episys
Vaulting is a vital addition to Symitar’s continuity suite for credit unions.
WHAT IT DOES:


Allows credit unions to store tape-style
data backups in off-site facilities of their
choice or to an internal storage solution



Provides immediate access to and
restoration of data



Offers different transmit options (NFS
and FTP) and storage options for the
created backup (TAR) file



Supports current vaulting strategies



Helps to ensure full compliance with
related regulatory requirements



Provides a superior data audit trail

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:


Saves money by replacing tapes and/ or
offsite storage service



Ensures that mission-critical information is
securely protected and readily accessible



Expedites the data recovery process



Reduces the likelihood that unexpected
disasters or business interruptions will
impact financial transactions

Episys Vaulting is a vital addition to Symitar’s continuity suite for credit unions.

For more information about Symitar®, or to schedule a demonstration or talk to an existing
user, email askus@symitar.com, call 888-SYMITAR (796-4827), or visit www.symitar.com.
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